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Abstract
The study of iron-bearing mineralogy of rocks and rock formations is vital for
understanding the geological processes on terrestrial planets such as Mars. The composite
mineral composition is characterized by aggregates of nanocrystalline Fe-oxides that are specific
to geological processes dominant at the time of the formation which are not well understood
currently. Furthermore, the morphological, crystallographic and magnetic properties of those
nanophased mineral composites are not well understood using existing theoretical models. By
comparing and contrasting the nuclear hyperfine properties of Fe-bearing minerals, both on Earth
and Mars, we can gain some insights into mineral formation on early Mars., data obtained by
Miniaturized Mössbauer Spectrometer (MIMOS-II) onboard NASA’s rover, Spirit, were
analyzed using a computer software, Recoil©, to identify the mineral composition by mapping
unique magnetic fingerprints– isomer shift, quadrupole splitting, and hyperfine field. The data
also showed the presence of nanophase composites in amounts almost twice as much on the
crater edges, Sol-74, compared to plain rocky terrain, Sol-34. The contribution of nanophase
composites was determined by comparing the subspectral areas of the profiles to lab-synthesized
magnetite samples, measuring 12nm-200nm. The nanophase and bulk components of the
mineral showed an inverse polynomial relation, while the magnetic fields of the hyperfine sites
showed a polynomial dependence on the crystal size. The nanophase contribution of both
Earth-based and Mars-based magnetite, and well documented research on nanophase magnetite,
indicates active crystal nucleation and growth stages. This offers insights into the potentially
active geological processes currently on Mars.
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A Spectroscopic Study of Iron-Based Minerals on Earth and Mars
Introduction

For all of history, humans have always looked to the stars in awe, wondering what
happens in those worlds so far away. Now, as we move towards a greater understanding of the
universe beyond this planet, people of all ages, qualifications, and experiences are taking it upon
themselves to contribute to this collective endeavor of humankind. In more recent years, interest
has been directed at Earth’s neighbor, Mars. Its shared evolution as two of the terrestrial planets
within the habitable zone with similar early geological processes and features makes Mars the
topic of such interest. In investigating our planetary neighbor, the geology and mineral analysis
has resulted in profound discoveries from lakes multiple times the size of the Great Lakes, to
sulfur vents at the bottoms of great seas, to the largest waterfall in the history of the solar solar
system, Echus Chasma (BBC Earth Lab, 2021). Given mineralogy’s vital role in exploring the
Red Planet, this paper aims to identify the common magnetic minerals found on Earth and Mars,
characterize the magnetic signature of those iron-bearing minerals, determine the morphological
and magnetic properties of those minerals comprising of nanophased components that are not
well understood using existing theoretical models, and through the characterization of those
minerals in conjunction with modeling, determine the relationship between crystal formation and
geological processes on Mars. Humankind must understand this vital component of the Red
Planet’s geology, further enhancing the understanding of Mars’s past and its prospect for
potential future human exploration. Any furtherance of information on Mars is vital in the
present day as mankind races to the planet in eager anticipation of the “New Frontier.”
Methods & Experimental Procedures
Publicly available data collected by the Miniaturized Mössbauer Spectrometer
(MIMOS-II) onboard NASA’s rover, Spirit, from Mars samples between Sols 14-200 was
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analyzed in this research (Mössbauer Summed, 2020). Mössbauer spectroscopy is a method of
measuring the recoilless emission of gamma rays released from the decay of cobalt-57 to iron-57
and its absorption in iron-based minerals (Klingelhöfer et al., 2003, p. 2). This absorption is
recorded in a spectrometer as a function of velocity where the source is Doppler shifted up to
±15 mm/s. The resulting spectrum is unique to a specific crystal and is indicative of the
crystallography of the mineral composition and the mineral itself. Spectral data for
lab-synthesized magnetite crystals of varying sizes (12-200 nm) provided by Dr. Rama
Balasubramanian, Roanoke College, VA, was also used to compare and contrast mineral
formation on Earth and Mars.
Both sets of spectra– comprising of nine Mars spectra and four magnetite spectra– were
analyzed using Recoil© software, through a multi-iterative fitting process, by fitting them to
multiple Voigtian distribution functions ie. sub-spectral sites (See Appendices A & B for spectra
and data sets); sites that conform to theoretical values are considered “bulk sites,” while sites that
do not conform are indicative of nanophase components. This enabled the characterization of the
hyperfine properties such as isomer shift, quadrupole splitting, the magnetic field, and other
inherent properties of these minerals. The hyperfine properties of the magnetite crystals were
statistically analyzed using lines of regression to determine the relationship between the relative
areas of the nanophase vs. bulk sites as a function of crystal size. This relationship from
magnetite samples was used to provide a baseline of comparison for the evolution of crystals at
specific locations on Mars used in this research.
Results
The spectra were fitted using Recoil software to characterize the properties of the
different samples from Earth and Mars (See Appendices A & B for spectra and data sets). As
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particle size of magnetite crystals increased from 12 to 200 nm, the magnetic field corresponding
to bulk remained relatively constant between 48-50T, following the theoretical model as shown
in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1
HF Values at Different Sub-Spectral Sites for Varying Crystal Sizes

The nanophase contribution for these crystals increased with decrease in particle size
(See Figure 2). It is concluded that the relationship between crystal size and nano-phase particle
to bulk area is an inverse polynomial relationship, expressible by the following equation:
𝐴 = 2. 72 × 10

−6 2

𝑥

− 0. 00113𝑥 + 0. 148

(1)

In Equation 1, x is the crystal size in nanometers (nm) and A is the relative area of nano-phase
particles to bulk. The equation was determined using a line of best fit with an R2 value of 0.975,
demonstrating the high statistical precision of the relationship. The graph is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2
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Effect of Crystal Size on the Relative Area of Nano-Particles to Bulk Properties

It can be thus concluded that as crystal size grows, the relative area of nano-phase particles to
bulk decreases or the amount of nano-phase particles decreases relative to bulk. Therefore, only
small crystals will demonstrate a high amount of nano-phase particle behavior.
The common minerals/iron-oxides found on Mars at the locations in question were
olivine, pyroxene, and magnetite. The data from Mars is classified by the sol or the Martian solar
day. Table 1 provides the precise values for the areas of the nano-phase particles and bulk
components and their relative area.
Table 1
Spectroscopy Data Values from Mars Exploration Rover
Sol Number

Nano-Phase Particle Area

14

Bulk Area

Relative Area

0.00

N/A

18

9.132

17.129

0.533108

34

13.699

18.109

0.756475

8
50

10.101

7.673

1.316434

74

11.253

7.068

1.592092

0.00

N/A

100
149

0.000

49.520

0.000000

173

13.143

39.338

0.334104

200

28.025

17.967

1.559804

The relative areas and ratios are high, much higher than the control data from the magnetite
spectroscopy conducted on Earth which had a range of between . This can be explained by the
fact that the minerals on Mars that were analyzed were not pure crystals but rather a composite
of multiple minerals such as pyroxene, olivine, and magnetite. These other minerals have very
different magnetic properties to magnetite. However, in comparison with the other minerals and
crystals on Mars, it can be qualitatively concluded as to the relative size of the crystals compared
with one another.
Conclusions
As a result of the data and analysis from the Earth-based magnetite, it has been concluded
that there is an inverse polynomial relationship between crystal size and the amount of
nano-phase particles it contains. As a result, the Mars data can be assorted from lowest to highest
size with respect to the relative area of nanophase to bulk.
Figure 3
Relative Assortment of Mars Sol Data by Rel. Area of Nanophase and Bulk Particles

Note. The data for Sols 14 and 100 display little to no nano-phase particle behavior and are
considered very large indeed.
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This relative data can then be overlaid onto a traverse map of the Spirit rover and its movements.
Figure 4
Traverse Map of Spirit with Data Overlay

Note. The numbers signify the ranking of the sols and their respective intensity of demonstration
in nanophase particle behavior where those with higher ranking show more nano-phase behavior.
An increased contribution was detected from the nanophase components to the spectra of
the minerals found at the edges of craters compared with plain rocky terrain along the rover’s
path (See Figure 4). Increased amounts of nanophase crystals is indicative of nucleation and
crystal growth. Data from this research shows active nucleation sites at the crater edges
(Klingelhöfer et al., 2004, p. 1740). The increased nanophase contribution to magnetite-phase on
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Mars and well documented research on nanophase magnetite, indicates active crystal nucleation
and growth stages.
Applications & Further Research
Increased amounts of nanophase crystals is indicative of nucleation and crystal growth.
Data from this research shows active nucleation sites at the crater edges (Klingelhöfer et al.,
2004, p. 1740). The increased nanophase contribution to magnetite-phase on Mars and well
documented research on nanophase magnetite, indicates active crystal nucleation and growth
stages.
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Appendix A
Spectra & Data Values for Earth-Based Magnetite
Crystal Size

Magnetic Properties

Areas

<H> Site 1

<H> Site 2

<H> Site 3

Nano

Bulk

Rel. Area

12 nm

49.5785

46.8119

3.59378

11.692

88.308

0.13240

70 nm

49.8923

46.2953

26.97

8.34797

91.65203

0.09108

100 nm

49.395

46.395

36.4773

5.1373

94.8627

0.05416

200 nm

48.00

43.00

46.00

3.044

96.955

0.03140

12 nm Magnetite

70 nm Magnetite

14
100 nm

200 nm
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Appendix B
Spectra & Data Values for Mars Samples
Magnetic Properties by Site
Sol No.

QS-1

QS-2

QS-3

HF-1

14

2.62

6.5×10-5

0.36

18

2.74

1.40

2.58

50.28

34

3.03

0.04

0.08

50

2.67

0.93

74

2.90

0.65

100

2.17

3.01

0.15

149
173

2.89

2.18

200

2.19

0.86

0.97

Areas
HF-2

Nano

Bulk

Relative

0.00

N/A

9.132

17.129

0.533108

49.02

13.699

18.109

0.756475

50.99

10.101

7.673

1.316434

48.64

11.253

7.068

1.592092

0.00

N/A

46.50

49.51

47.11

0.000

49.520

0.000000

52.24

54.24

13.143

39.338

0.334104

51.31

44.70

28.025

17.967

1.559804

Note. The magnetic sites’ sites are signified by the number following the dash, eg. QS-2 signifies
QS Site 2. All blank cells signify that that data set did not contain that value, eg. Sol 50 does not
contain a QS value for QS Site 3.
Sol 14

16
Sol 18

Sol 34

Sol 50

17
Sol 74

Sol 100

Sol 149

18
Sol 173

Sol 200

